Examples of zero-inflated Poisson and negative binomial regression models were used to demonstrate conditional power estimation, utilizing the method of an expanded data set derived from probability weights based on assumed regression parameter values. SAS code is provided to calculate power for models with a binary or continuous covariate associated with zero-inflation.
Introduction
Lyles, Lin and Williamson (2007) presented a simple method for estimating conditional power (i.e., power given a pre-specified covariate design matrix) for nominal, count or ordinal outcomes based on a given sample size. Their method requires fitting a regression model to an expanded data set using weights that represent response probabilities, given assumed values of covariate regression parameters. It has the flexibility to handle multiple binary or continuous covariates, requires only standard software and does not involve complex mathematical calculations. To estimate power, the variance-covariance matrix of the fitted model is used to derive a non-central chi square approximation to the distribution of the Wald statistic. This method can also be used to approximate power for the likelihood ratio test. Lyles, et al. (2007) illustrated the method for a variety of outcome types and covariate patterns, and generated simulated data to demonstrate its accuracy. In addition to the proportional odds model and logistic regression, they included standard Poisson regression with one continuous covariate and negative binomial regression with one binary covariate. Both the Suzanne R. Doyle is a Biostatistician in the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Institute. Email: srdoyle@u.washington.edu.
Poisson and negative binomial regression models provide a common framework for the analysis of non-negative count data. If the model mean and variance values are the same (equidispersion), the one-parameter Poisson distribution can be appropriately used to model such count data. However, when the sample variance exceeds the sample mean (overdispersion), the negative binomial distribution provides an alternative by using a second parameter for adjusting the variance independently of the mean.
Over-dispersion of count data can also occur when there is an excess proportion of zeros relative to what would be expected with the standard Poisson distribution. In this case, generalizations of the Poisson model, known as zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) and ZIP( τ ) (Lambert, 1992) , are more appropriate when there is an excess proportion of zeros and equidispersion of the non-zero count data is present. These models provide a mixture of regression models: a logistic portion that accounts for the probability of a count of zero and a Poisson portion contributing to the frequency of positive counts. The ZIP model permits different covariates and coefficient values between the logistic and Poisson portions of the model. Alternatively, the ZIP( τ ) model is suitable when covariates are the same and the logistic parameters are functionally related to the Poisson parameters.
With the ZIP and ZIP( τ ) models, the non-zero counts are assumed to demonstrate equi-dispersion. However, if there is zeroinflation and non-zero counts are over-dispersed in relation to the Poisson distribution, parameter estimates will be biased and an alternative distribution, such as the zero-inflated negative binomial regression models, ZINB or ZINB( τ ), are more appropriate (Greene, 1994) . Similar to the zero-inflated Poisson models, ZINB allows for different covariates and ZINB( τ ) permits the same covariates between the logistic portion for zero counts and the negative binomial distribution for non-zero counts.
In this study, the use of an expanded data set and the method of calculating conditional power as presented by Lyles, et al. (2007) is extended to include the ZIP, ZIP( τ ), ZINB and ZINB( τ ) models. Examples allow for the use of a binary or a normally-distributed continuous covariate associated with the zeroinflation. Simulations were conducted to assess the accuracy of calculated power estimates and example SAS software programs (SAS Institute, 2004) are provided.
Methodology Model and Hypothesis Testing
Following directly from Lyles, et al. (2007) , the response variable Y for noncontinuous count data has J possible values (y 1 , y 2 , … , y J ), a design matrix X, and a regression model in the form of
with an assumed Poisson distribution or negative binomial distribution, where i indexes independent subjects (i = 1, ... , N), i
x is a (1 x q) vector of covariates, and β is a (1 x q) vector of regression coefficients. Under the Poisson or negative binomial regression model, the probabilities can be specified for j = 1, … , J by 
Creating an Expanded Data Set and Computing Conditional Power To estimate the conditional power given assumed values of N, X and β , an expanded data set is first created by selecting a value of J for the number of possible values of Y with nonnegligible probability for any specific x i , such that
for all i. The sum in (5) should be checked for each unique value of x i . A reasonable threshold for the sum (e.g., > 0.9999) is suggested for sufficient accuracy (Lyles et al., 2007) . Second, for each value of i = 1, ... , N, a data matrix with J rows is created with the weights ij w in (2) being computed with the assumed values of β . This data matrix with J rows is stacked N times vertically from i = 1, ... , N to form an expanded data set with NJ records. The resulting expanded data set can be based on the same number of J records for each value of i. However, J can vary with i, as long as the condition in (5) is satisfied.
When the expanded data set is correctly created maximum likelihood estimate β from maximizing the weighted log-likelihood should equal the assumed value of β , and the matrix ( ) var β will accurately reflect variability under the specific model allowing for power calculations based on the Wald test of (3). For more detailed information and examples concerning model and hypothesis testing and creating an expanded data set with this method, see Lyles, et al. (2007) .
Subsequent to fitting the model to the expanded data set, the non-centrality parameter η in (4) −π , i = 1, ... , n for both models. For these models, the probability of zero counts is given by
.
The probability of non-zero counts for the ZIP model is
and for the ZINB model is 
then the ZIP and ZINB models described in (10) are called ZIP( τ ) or ZINB( τ ) models with an unknown scalar shape parameter τ (Lambert, 1992) . When 0 τ > zero inflation is less likely, and as 0 τ → zero inflation increases. Note that the number of parameters in the ZIP( τ ) and ZINB( τ ) models is reduced, providing a more parsimonious model than the ZIP and ZINB models, and it may therefore be advantageous to use this model when appropriate.
With the ZIP and ZIP( τ ) models, the weights for the expanded data set are calculated as
and for the ZINB and ZINB( τ ) models, the weights for the expanded data set are
with j y = 0, 1, ... , ∞ , and where ( ) Simulating the Negative Binomial Distribution In simulating the negative binomial distribution, Lyles, et al. (2007) generated independent geometric random variates, under the constraint of only integer values for1/ κ . In contrast, the negative binomial distribution in this study was simulated according to the framework provided by Lord (2006) . This algorithm is based on the fact that the negative binomial distribution can be characterized as a Poisson-gamma mixture model (Cameron & Trivedi, 2006) , it is consistent with the linear modeling approach used with this method of power calculation and also allows for noninteger values of 1/ κ . To calculate an outcome variable that is distributed as negative binomial, the following steps are taken: Examples Several examples are presented to illustrate the conditional power calculations of the ZIP, ZIP( τ ), ZINB and ZINB( τ ) models with a binary or continuous covariate related to the logistic portion accounting for the zeroinflation. Models were selected to demonstrate the effects of increased zero-inflation and overdispersion on power estimates. Each model was fit by utilizing a weighted form of the general log-likelihood feature in SAS PROC NLMIXED (SAS Institute, 2004) . Simulations under each model and the assumed joint covariate distributions were conducted to assess the accuracy of the power calculations. In situations where a reasonable solution could not be obtained with the generated data, the simulation data set was excluded from consideration and data generation was continued until 1,000 usable data sets were obtained for each model. A nonviable solution was generally due to nonconvergence or extremely large standard errors.
In particular, the ZIP( τ ) and ZINB( τ ) models were the most problematic due to obtaining extremely large standard errors and parameter estimates of τ . In some situations it was obvious that a poor solution resulted, but in other instances it was not as clear that an unsatisfactory solution occurred. To avoid arbitrary decisions on which simulations to exclude, all data sets resulting in a value of τ outside of the boundaries of a 99% confidence interval (based on assumed regression parameter values) were deleted. A similar decision rule was used for the ZIP and ZINB models, eliminating data sets with values of i γ , as defined in (10) beyond their 99% confidence boundaries. The selection decision to discard data sets from consideration did not depend on the values of the regression parameter of interest to be statistically tested. Simulation values presented are the average regression coefficient and the average standard error (calculated as the square root of the average error variance) out of the 1,000 generated data sets for the parameter estimates of each model. Simulation-based power was calculated as the proportion of Wald tests found statistically significant at .05 α = out of 1,000 randomly generated data sets under each specific model considered. Appendices A through D provide SAS programming code to evaluate a large sample simulation for distributional characteristics, to construct an expanded data set and to calculate power for models with a binary covariate or a normally-distributed continuous covariate related to the zero-inflation.
To calculate the expanded data set, it was first necessary to choose the initial value of J for each value of x i . This was done by generating a large simulated data set (N = 100,000 for each binary or continuous covariate in the model) based on the same parameter values of the model. To ensure that a reasonable threshold for the sum (e.g., > 0.9999) of the weights in (12) and (13) would be obtained, the initial value of J was increased in one unit integer increments until the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters from maximizing the weighted log-likelihood equaled the assumed parameter values of the regression model. The large simulated data set also provided approximations to the population distributional characteristics of each model (mean, variance, and frequencies of each value of the outcome variable y i ) and estimates of the percents of zeroinflation.
ZIP( τ ), ZIP, ZINB( τ ) and ZINB Models with a Binary Variable for Zero Inflation
Model A-τ and Model B-τ, where τ = 2 and 1, are ZIP( τ ) and ZIP models, respectively. Model A-τ is defined as
where 0 β = 0.6931, 1 β = -0.3567, τ = 2 and 1, and x is a binary variable with an equal number of cases coded 0 and 1. The regression coefficients were based on the rate ratio. That is, for the binary covariate x, from the rates of the two groups ( . The ZINB( τ ) and ZINB models consisted of the same parameter estimates as the ZIP( τ ) and ZIP models (Model A-τ and Model B-τ described above), but included two values of an extra scale parameter, 0.75 κ = and 1.50. κ = Sample sizes were based on obtaining conditional power estimates of approximately .95 for the regression coefficient tested, with τ = 2 for the ZIP and ZIP( τ ) models, and for τ = 2 and 0.75 κ = for the ZINB and ZINB( τ ) models. SAS code to evaluate a large sample simulation for distributional characteristics, to construct an expanded data set and to calculate power, for models with a binary covariate related to the zero-inflation are presented in Appendices A and B, for the Poisson and negative binomial regression models, respectively.
Results

ZIP( τ ) Models
The results of the ZIP( τ ) models presented at the top of Table 1 indicate that with a sample size of N = 212, when τ = 2, there is approximately .95 power and 27.0% zeroinflation for testing
. As τ decreases and therefore zero-inflation increases, the calculated power is reduced to 0.81 for approximately 37.5% estimated zero-inflation. In most cases, the simulated parameter and power estimates match the calculated values, except for a slight tendency for the simulated data to result in inflated average parameter estimates for the standard error τ σ . The outcomes for the ZIP models presented at the bottom of Table 1 In most cases, the simulated (Sim.) values and power estimates closely match the calculated (Cal.) parameters, except for a slight tendency for the simulated data to result in an inflated average standard error ( τ σ ) associated with parameter estimates for τ , and slightly lower than expected values for the scale or overdispersion parameter κ .
The results of the ZINB models presented at the bottom of Table 2 . SAS programming code to evaluate a large sample simulation for distributional characteristics, to construct an expanded data set, and to calculate power, for models with a continuous covariate related to the zero-inflation are presented in Appendices C and D, for the Poisson and negative binomial regression models, respectively.
The results of the ZIP( τ ) and ZIP models with a continuous covariate for zeroinflation are presented in Table 3 . As before, when τ decreases, based on the same sample size and value of the regression coefficient tested, the calculated power is reduced, and there is also a slight tendency for the simulated data to result in inflated average parameter estimates for the standard error ( τ σ ) with the ZIP( τ ) models, and with inflated average parameter estimates of the standard errors for the logistic portion involving zero-inflation ( The results of the ZINB( τ ) and ZINB models with a continuous covariate for zeroinflation are presented in Table 4 . Similar to the results previously presented, based on the same sample size and value of the regression coefficient tested, when τ decreases and/or when overdispersion of the non-zero counts increases, the calculated power is reduced There is a slight tendency for simulated data to result in inflated average standard errors ( τ σ ) for the parameter estimates of τ with the ZINB( τ ) models, and with inflated average standard errors ( Conclusion Examples of ZIP, ZIP( τ ), ZINB and ZINB( τ ) models were used to extend the method of estimating conditional power presented by Lyles, et al. (2007) to zero-inflated count data. Utilizing the variance-covariance matrix of the model fitted to an expanded data set, power was estimated for the Wald statistic. Although not presented here, this method can also be used to approximate power based on the likelihood ratio test. Overall, with the same sample size and parameter value of the estimate of interest to be tested with the Wald test statistic, results indicated a decrease in power as the percent of zero-inflation and/or over-dispersion increased. This trend was particularly more noticeable for the ZIP( τ ) and ZINB( τ ) models. Calculated power estimates indicate if the percent of zeroinflation or over-dispersion is underestimated, a loss of assumed power in the statistical test will result.
To estimate power for zero-inflated count data it is necessary to select a value of τ for the ZIP( τ ) and ZINB( τ ) models or values of the regression coefficients associated with the logistic portion in the ZIP and ZINB models (i.e., 0 γ and 1 γ ) to produce the correct assumed proportion of zero-inflation. But in practice, these parameter values may be unknown or difficult to estimate. Generating a large simulated data set iteratively until the expected percent of zero-inflation occurs can aid the researcher in obtaining approximations to the population distributional characteristics of model and estimation of the parameter values associated with zero-inflation can be improved. Step 1: Evaluate a large sample simulation for distributional characteristics.
ZIP( τ ) data ziptau1; seed = 12345; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); do x = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*x); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed,lambda); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson = y; else yPoisson = .; output; end; end; proc sort; by x; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by x; run; proc freq; tables zero_inflate; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; by x; run; ZIP data zip1; seed = 12345; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); beta2 = beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; do z = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y=0; else y = ranpoi(seed,lambda); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson = y; else yPoisson=.; output; end; end; end; proc sort; by x z; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by x z; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; by x z; run; proc sort; by z; proc freq; tables zero_inflate; by z; run; proc freq; tables zero_inflate; run;
Step 2: Construct an expanded data set to approximate conditional power.
ZIP( τ ) data ziptau2; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; totaln = 212; numgroups = 2; n = totaln/numgroups; increment = 10; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); do x = 0 to 1; if x = 0 then j = 13; if x = 1 then j = 9; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*x); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) *(exp(-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y + 1); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)*(exp (-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y + 1); output; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters t=3 b0=0 b1=0; p0 = exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*x)/(1 + exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*x)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = (log(p0 + (1 -p0)*exp(-mu))); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (log(1 -p0) + y*log(mu) -lgamma(y + 1) -mu); end; loglike = w*ll; model y ~ general(loglike); run; ZIP data zip2; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; totaln = 488; numgroups = 4; n = totaln/numgroups; increment = 10; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); beta2 = beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; do z =0 to 1; if x = 0 and z = 0 then j = 13; if x = 0 and z = 1 then j = 9; if x = 1 and z = 0 then j = 8; if x = 1 and z = 1 then j = 7; do I = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment ; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0)* (exp(-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y + 1); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)*(exp(-lambda) *lambda**y)/gamma(y + 1); output; end; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters g0=0 g1=0 b0=0 b1=0 b2=0; p0 = exp(g0 + g1*z)/(1 + exp(g0 + g1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z + b2*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = (log(p0 + (1 -p0)*exp(-mu))); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (log(1 -p0) + y*log(mu) -lgamma(y + 1) -mu); end; loglike = w*ll; model y ~ general(loglike); run;
Step 3: Calculate power. ZINB( τ ) data zinbtau1; seed = 12345; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); kappa = .75; delta = 1/kappa; do x = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*x); phi = 1/delta*rangam(seed,delta); theta = lambda*phi; prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed,theta); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson = y; else yPoisson = .; output; end; end; proc sort; by x; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by x; run; proc freq; tables zero_inflate; run; proc means mean var max; var y yPoisson; by x; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; run; ZINB data zinb1; seed = 12345; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; n = 100000; kappa = .75; delta = 1/kappa; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); beta2 = beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; do z = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); phi = 1/delta*rangam(seed,delta); theta = lambda*phi; prob_0 =exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed, theta); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson = y; else yPoisson = .; output; end; end; end; proc sort; by x z; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by x z; run; proc means mean var max n; var y yPoisson; by x z; run; proc sort; by z; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by z; run; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; run;
Step 2: Construct an expanded data set to approximate conditional power. ZINB( τ ) data zinbtau2; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; totaln = 464; numgroups = 2; kappa = .75; n = totaln/numgroups; increment = 8; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); do x = 0 to 1; if x = 0 then j = 29; if x = 1 then j = 20; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*x); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*x)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) * gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/ (gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)* gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); output; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters t=3 b0=0 b1=0 k=1; p0 = exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*x)/(1 + exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*x)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-(y+(1/k))* log(1+k*mu)); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (1-p0)*exp(lgamma(y+(1/k)) -lgamma(y+1) -lgamma(1/k) + y*log(k*mu) -(y + (1/k)) * log(1 + k*mu)); end; loglike = w * log(ll); model y ~ general(loglike); run; ZINB data zinb2; lambda1 = 2; lambda2 = 1.4; tau = 2; totaln = 928; numgroups=4; kappa = .75; n = totaln/numgroups; increment = 5; beta0 = log(lambda1); beta1 = log(lambda2) -log(lambda1); beta2 = beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; do z = 0 to 1; if x = 0 and z = 0 then j = 29; if x = 0 and z = 1 then j = 20; if x = 1 and z = 0 then j = 21; if x = 1 and z = 1 then j = 14; do i = 1 to n; lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) * gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)* gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); output; end; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters g0=0 g1=0 b0=0 b1=0 b2=0 k=1; p0 = exp(g0 + g1*z) / (1 + exp(g0 + g1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z + b2*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-(y+(1/k))* log(1+k*mu)); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (1-p0)*exp(lgamma(y+(1/k)) -lgamma(y+1) -lgamma(1/k) + y*log(k*mu) -(y + (1/k)) * log(1 + k*mu)); end; loglike = w * log(ll); model y ~ general(loglike); run;
Step 3: Calculate power. Step 1: Evaluate a large sample simulation for distributional characteristics.
ZIP( τ ) data ziptau3; seed = 12345; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; do i = 1 to n; z = rannor(seed); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed, lambda); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson=y; else yPoisson = .; output; end; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; run; ZIP data zip3; seed = 12345; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; beta2 = 2 * beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; z = rannor(seed); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed, lambda); if zero_inflate = 0 then yPoisson=y; else yPoisson = .; output; end; end; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; run; proc sort; by x; proc freq; tables y; by x; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; by x; run;
ZIP( τ ) data ziptau4; tau = 2; n = 302; j = 11; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; increment = 10; do i = 1 to n; z = probit((i -0.375)/( n + 0.25)); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) *(exp(-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y+1); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)*(exp (-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y+1); output; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters t=3 b0=0 b1=0; p0 = exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*z)/(1 + exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z); if y = 0 then do; ll = (log(p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-mu))); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (log(1-p0) + y*log(mu) -lgamma(y+1) -mu); end; loglike = w * ll; model y ~ general(loglike); run; ZIP data zip4; tau = 2; totaln = 694; numgroups=2; n = totaln/numgroups; increment = 10; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; beta2 = 2* beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; do x = 0 to 1; if x = 0 then j = 11; if x = 1 then j = 9; do i = 1 to n; z = probit((i -0.375)/(n + 0.25)); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment ; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) *(exp(-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y+1); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)*(exp (-lambda)*lambda**y)/gamma(y+1); output; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters g0=0 g1=0 b0=0 b1=0 b2=0; p0 = exp(g0 + g1*z)/(1 + exp(g0 + g1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z + b2*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = (log(p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-mu))); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (log(1-p0) + y*log(mu) -lgamma(y+1)-mu); end; loglike = w * ll; model y ~ general(loglike); run;
Step 3: Calculate power. ZINB( τ ) data zinbtau3; seed = 12345; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; kappa = .75; delta = 1/kappa; do i = 1 to n; z = rannor(seed); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z); phi = 1/delta*rangam(seed,delta); theta = lambda*phi; prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed,theta); if zero_inflate=0 then yPoisson=y; else yPoisson=.; output; end; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; run; proc means mean var max n; var y yPoisson; run; ZINB data zinb3; seed = 12345; tau = 2; n = 100000; beta0 = .50; beta1 = -.15; beta2 = 2 * beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; kappa = .75; delta = 1/kappa; do x = 0 to 1; do i = 1 to n; z = rannor(seed); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); phi = 1/delta*rangam(seed,delta); theta = lambda*phi; prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); zero_inflate = ranbin(seed,1,prob_0); if zero_inflate = 1 then y = 0; else y = ranpoi(seed,theta); if zero_inflate=0 then yPoisson=y; else yPoisson=.; output; end; end; proc sort; by x; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; by x; run; proc freq; tables y zero_inflate; run; proc means mean var max n; var y yPoisson; by x; run; proc means mean var n; var y yPoisson; run;
Step 2: Construct an expanded data set to approximate conditional power. ZINB( τ ) data zinbtau4; tau = 2; n = 648; beta0 = .5; beta1 = -.15; kappa = .75; j = 23; increment = 7; do i = 1 to n; z = probit((i -0.375)/( n + 0.25)); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z); prob_0 = exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)/ (1 + exp(-tau*beta0 -tau*beta1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) * gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)* gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1) *gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); output; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters t=3 b0=0 b1=0 k=1; p0 = exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*z)/(1 + exp(-t*b0 -t*b1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z); if y = 0 then do; ll = p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-(y+(1/k))* log(1+k*mu)); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (1-p0)*exp(lgamma(y+(1/k)) -lgamma(y+1) -lgamma(1/k) + y*log(k*mu)-(y + (1/k)) * log(1 + k*mu)); end; loglike = w * log(ll); model y ~ general(loglike); run; ZINB data zinb4; totaln = 1324; numgroups = 2; n = totaln/numgroups; tau = 2; beta0 = .5; beta1 = -.15; beta2 = 2*beta1; gamma0 = -tau*beta0; gamma1 = -tau*beta1; kappa = .75; increment = 5; do x = 0 to 1; if x = 0 then j = 23; if x = 1 then j = 19; do i = 1 to n; z = probit((i -0.375)/( n + 0.25)); lambda = exp(beta0 + beta1*z + beta2*x); prob_0 = exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)/ (1 + exp(gamma0 + gamma1*z)); do y = 0 to j + increment; if y = 0 then w = prob_0 + (1-prob_0) * gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/ (gamma(kappa**-1) *gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); if y > 0 then w = (1-prob_0)* gamma(kappa**-1 + y)/(gamma(kappa**-1)*gamma(y+1))* ((kappa*lambda/(1 + kappa*lambda))**y) *((1/(1 + kappa*lambda))**(1/kappa)); output; end; end; end; proc nlmixed tech=dbldog cov; parameters g0=0 g1=0 b0=0 b1=0 b2=0; p0 = exp(g0 + g1*z)/(1 + exp(g0 + g1*z)); mu = exp(b0 + b1*z + b2*x); if y = 0 then do; ll = p0 + (1-p0)*exp(-(y+(1/k))* log(1+k*mu)); end; if y > 0 then do; ll = (1-p0)*exp(lgamma(y+(1/k)) -lgamma(y+1) -lgamma(1/k) + y*log(k*mu)-(y + (1/k)) * log(1 + k*mu)); end; loglike = w * log(ll); model y ~ general(loglike); run;
Step 3: Calculate power. data power; estimate = -0.1500; standerr = 0.0416; eta = (estimate**2)/(standerr**2); critvalue=cinv(.95,1); power=1-probchi(critvalue,1,eta); proc print; var eta power; run;
